Permutation representations.
If G is a finite group and S a finite G-set we can consider the asso- I__ff G is a p-qroup the p-adic and the m-adic topoloqy on A(G) coincide.
Let now q be a prime different from p. Let e: R(G,Fq)-~ Z: x ~9 dim x be the augmentation and I (G,Fp) : Kernel e the augmentation ideal.
The ring A(G) P of m.
is a local ring with maximal ideal m , the completion Let q be a p-generic prime. Then the composition
is an isomorphism.
In fact the proof will show that this is one of the isomorphisms which we had considered in the previous chapter on ~-rings, namely the map 9q"
Proof.
^ A
In order to prove the equality h J = ~ we need only consider cyclic ~q groups G : z/pnz because jr, h ^ and ~ are compatible with restricq a tion to subgroups and elements in R (G,Fq) are detected by their restriction to cyclic subgroups.
We begin with the computation of 9q for G = z/pnz. The group algebra 
Over a splitting field F of G the module V t splits V t = ~j Vt(J),
where Vt(j) is onedimensional and a generator of G acts as multiplication with u j, where u is a primitive pt-th root of unity and j ~ z/ptz W. Since the O -operatbns are compatible with field extension q we obtain from 3.7.2
It is enough, by naturality, to study this for t = n. We claim that and therefore
We now check that we are in a situation where 3.14.1 and 3.14.5 can be applied. To prove ~kv = V for (k,p) : 1 and F G-modules V we q again need only consider cyclic G and then this follows from the determination of the irreducible F G-modules above. q We now consider the analogue of 4.2 for 2-groups and restrict attention to representations over F 3. We first recall what the theory of oriented -rings tells us in this case.
In this section G shall be a 2-group. We have the following objects
Here R(G,F 3) is the representation ring of F3G-modules, RO the subring of those modules possessing a G-invariant quadratic form, RSO the subring of F3G-modules on which each g % G acts with determinant one, and ISO is the augmentation ideal of zero-dimensional objects.
The ring RSO(G,F 3) is an oriented ~ -ring (3.10.2) and ISO(G,F 3) is an oriented ~ -ring. Let a roof denote 2-adic completion. We have from 3.14.10 In order to relate this isomorphism to the J-homomorphism and to permutation representations we compute the map for cyclic groups G:z/2nz.
We start with the representation ring.
We have a decomposition of the group ring 
First assume t ~ 3. Let V t be the F3G-module K t where a fixed generator g~ G acts as multiplication with u t. Then the dual module V t =Hom(Vt,F 3) is K t and g acting as ut I. Moreover F3[x]/~t(x) Z V t ~, V~ and V t is
The module V t cannot carry a G-invariant quadranot isomorphic to V t- with character value at g equal to
This product is -i, as can be seen by using the identity JQ(V 1 ~9 vl,q ~9 q) = JQ(V 1 (9 vl,q-~) q-) = i-2S 1 J' (v I (5 Vl, q (9 q) = l(2Sl-l) JQ(V 1 ~) Vl,q (9 q-) = l+S I, J' (V 1 ~9 vl, q 6) q-) = l(2Sl-l).
